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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

As the stalled cold front in the western Gulf merges with a fast-approaching mid level trough, a surface low will 
form bringing elevated winds through Tuesday afternoon with moderate seas lasting through Wednesday morning. 
Widespread rough seas will be found in the Gulf from late tonight until late Tuesday but especially near the center 
of the low. Winds are certainly expected to be impactful as well with gales likely occurring near the low's center 
near the Florida coast but staying below 30 knots until traveling east of 46W. Thunderstorms in the vicinity of the 
low could be strong at times leading to warnings being issued if necessary.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Along with the strong thunderstorm activity expected to move across the Gulf Monday and Tuesday, an increased 
threat for waterspout development, as well as torrential rainfall and frequent lightning is expected. While this low-
pressure feature works along the stationary boundary towards in east into Tuesday, a more moderate northerly 
flow and seas of slight to moderate magnitude are forecast to return to the region by Wednesday morning. As this 
low works NE expect a small area of 8-12 foot seas near the center may develop as the non-tropical low deepens 
and broadens its wind field. After Tuesday conditions look to relax with a gentle to moderate northerly breeze until 
Thursday and then turning to a southerly moderate breeze for the remainder of the week. Seas will be slight for 
much of the week after the current activity leaves the area.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart
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